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Abstract:
This work is a trial to standardize the excitability tests to help in evaluation of facial palsy cases, regarding the frontalis muscle. Most of the excitability tests values were not equal on both right and left sides, and no curve was typical on either sides at all. Although generally, no significant difference was seen between both sides. On the other hand, different groups revealed some variations in comparison between rheobase values and those of chronaxie as well, in particular. The standardized values in this work are markedly different from those standards derived from other populations as seen in the literatures, especially the rheo-base values which were much lower than those known as standards before, and chronaxie values which showed much higher. On the other hand, the whole plotted curves are frequently slightly kinked in the normal subjects of our population instead of being absolutely smooth, finally we can conclude that in general, marked variation were found between values of excitability tests done on our population in Egypt and those done abroad, this difference may be due to many reasons such as color of skin, change of weather, hot blooded people of our nation, difference in diet sequence and emotional atmosphere.
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Abstract:
The state of training of a muscle can be expressed as a percentage of its limiting strength which is the maximal strength that can be achieved by maximum exercise. The rate of increase of strength with maximum exercise is approximately 12 percent per week. The increase is nearly linearly up to 73 percent of limiting strength. Above 75 percent, the rate of increase diminishes progressively to become zero at limiting strength. This curve is similar for all persons, muscles, ages and sexes. (Muller 1970). In other hand, strength increases rapidly until two thirds of the maximum effort was exerted; further increase in the training load produces no additional gain in strength. (Rose et al. 1957). Strength can be developed by using high effort and low repetition, in contrast of endurance, which require low effort and high repetition. Power is the production of force and velocity. It is possible that faster velocities with lower resultant forces are more effective in the production of power than slower velocities with higher resultant forces if the lower angle where the opposing force of the weight was greater.
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